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Immersive and Sensory Rooms, From
Demonstration to Full Installation and

Training

What Is a Immersive & Sensory Room

An Immersive Environment provides the most benef icial multi-sensory
experience f or all levels of  ability and learning. ... Immerse yourself  with the
opportunity to project images and videos to three different walls and truly bring
the sensory experience to life to make you feel as if  you are really there.

We Can bespoke the rooms f or Care Homes / Dementia needs /
Education / T raining Centres / Special needs

With all walls and f loor Interactive this gives a full immersive arena, we can also
include smells and weather conditions 

Immersive and Sensory rooms in
Education & Care homes
We offer a totally free of charge consultation and sensory room design facility
where we will visit your premises and discuss with you what you are trying to
achieve, how we can help and offer recommendations. Based on this
discussion we will then draw up a scale plan of our proposal and an itemised
quotation, including if  required, the installation of all the equipment. We also
work closely with builders and architects and as sensory rooms need numerous
electrical points we can submit electrical plans for the room as well.However,
these plans are not set in concrete and we are happy to keep working with you
until you are completely happy. Once you have confirmed you want to
proceed we will arrange with you a convenient time for us to come in and
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install the sensory room. When everything is installed to your satisfaction the
sensory room will be ready to go and we will then run through with you and your
staff  how all the equipment works.

Free visit  & consultation.

No Room too Big or Small

We are passionate about providing the most innovative solutions possible to
primary and special needs education facilities.

These unique learning spaces bring multi-sensory environments into the
modern classroom, giving pupils an engaging and expansive learning
experience. We believe in harnessing the transformative potential of immersive
learning, using it to enrich every aspect of education.

EDIT  WIT H EASE

Our fully-integrated system allows you to discover, create and edit content
easily, resulting in a completely tailored experience for your students.

Goldilocks story time in a fully immersive environment

LIMIT LESS CONT ENT

Bring any world to life in your classroom with the ability to simulate endless
scenarios. Transport students to environments that inspire them.

A training session taking place in an immersion room

T RAINING & SUPPORT

Our team will provide in-depth training and continuous support, giving you
peace of mind every step of the way.

Education Video Below



Book your Free Demo Here Get your off icial Project quote Here

Full Sensory Space's Full immersive space's

Book your Free demonstration HERE

Immersive Spaces in Special Needs
Education
Immersive spaces are the next generation of sensory learning for special needs
pupils. The f lexibility of our immersive environments mean that scenarios can
be controlled in a variety of ways for students of all abilities to enjoy. Whether
the environment needs to be soothing or stimulating, the space can be
adapted to suit the individual needs of SEN (special education learning) pupils.
We can guarantee that our interactive learning spaces are fully inclusive and
accessible for all learning abilities.
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Why choose an Immersive Interactive : 

FULLY INTERACTIVE

Immerse yourself  completely. Interact with every surface, 

CREATE YOUR OWN SCENARIOS

Create the exact environment you want. From emergency roadside
scenarios to the forests of Narnia, our rooms are fully customisable
to your needs.

LIMITLESS EXPERIENCES

Choose from hundreds of pre-built scenarios or build your own with
our template-based software. You can easily create and edit your
immersion space exactly how you see f it.  

TRAINING & SUPPORT

From day one our team work with you to create exactly what you
want. With professional training and ongoing support your
immersive space will always work at its best.

Contact the specialist team on 015137 27 7 66 to discuss your Needs

All Of f ice Ltd
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